
VILLA TUGENDHAT
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE

built in 1930 – renovation 2012



Villa Tugendhat, designed by architect Mies van der Rohe, is one of the principal buildings from the first half of the twentieth 
century. The villa was designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2001 and a few years ago, its owner, the Brno municipality, 
managed to secure the funding and launched the renewal of the entire site, including interiors and gardens, which ultimately cost 
approximately 8.8 million USD.
This is Mies‘ most important original design in Europe and, unlike his Barcelona Pavilion, it has been preserved to this day.

The detailed renovation included total restoration of the original interior and preserved furniture. Replicas of the original 1930 steel 
furniture were manufactured as well.
 
The production required making of numerous replicas of locks, hinges and parts for assembling of cabinets, tables and chests of drawers. 
We used only original materials such as decking, plywood and special veneers. Present-day sheet materials were never used, while 
historical joining materials, bolts and screws were consistently applied. Materials used in the implementation included zinc plate, solid 
steel, chrome, flexible tubular steel, brass, hand-tanned leather, parchment, black opaque glass, black glass, crystal glass, rubber and 
leather straps, green marble, numerous fabrics and of course wood, including European and tropical veneers.

Synthetic oil with alkyd resins identified by research as the original furniture coating material was used as a final treatment on maple, 
rosewood, pear, beech, oak, zebrawood and macassar veneers. It was specifically made for the renovation according to historical 
recipes.
For the upholstery of sofas, beds and other interior parts we used only original materials such as jute, horsehair, African grass and 
traditional metal springs. All special works were carried out either by qualified renovators or under their supervision. The upholstery was 
often made from materials that are either unusual or no more used, such as parchment.

1930

2012



INTERIOR

Renovation of the interior in the Villa Tugendhat by Mies van der Rohe was aimed at restoring some 
of the remaining parts of the interior, doors and re-building of the original wooden built-in and free 
furniture, including returning of the metal furniture back to the villa.
Regarding furniture restoration and manufacturing of new wooden furniture, all available materials, 
such as period photographs, project documents in museums (MOMA), available literature, as well as 
contacts with the family of the original owner/architect were explored. We also visited buildings by 
Mies van der Rohe in Europe and in the USA.
This comprehensive survey led to a very extensive production documentation, which was used as 
a basis for subsequent production. The production required making of numerous replicas of locks, 
hinges and parts for assembling of cabinets, tables and chests of drawers. We used only original 
materials such as decking, plywood and special veneers. Present-day sheet materials were never used, 
while historical joining materials, bolts and screws were consistently applied. Manufacturing details 
were adjusted according to acquired production documents until the very last moments. Materials used 
in the implementation included 100% zinc plate, solid steel, chrome, flexible tubular steel, brass, hand-
tanned leather, parchment, black opaque glass, black glass, crystal glass, rubber and leather straps, 
green marble, numerous fabrics and of course wood, including European and tropical veneers.
Synthetic oil with alkyd resins identified by research as the original furniture coating material was used 
as a final treatment on maple, rosewood, pear, beech, oak, zebrawood and macassar veneers. It was 
specifically made for the renovation according to historical recipes.
Only original materials such as jute, horsehair, African grass and traditional metal springs were used 
for upholstery of sofas, beds and other upholstered interior parts. Special works were carried out either 
by qualified conservators or under their supervision. Unusual and rare materials were frequently used 
for upholstery.
Returning of the round macassar dining wall back to the villa was crucial. The wall has disappeared 

from the building during the Second World War (in 1940) and was considered lost. The art historian 
Miroslav Ambroz announced its discovery in 2010 in a frequented building in Brno, where it served, 
disassembled, as a wall cladding for 70 years. The room was used as a student canteen for the previous 
20 years. The panels were removed in 2011, restored, new sections were added and the wall was 
returned to the villa. This is one of the most interesting stories of the renovation. Thousands of people 
passed by the panels for years and no one noticed the context. The fact that the wall is back in its 
place was an emotional experience for the Tugendhat family heirs as well.
It was also necessary to equip the villa with replicas of the original metal furniture, which had to 
be made individually. It was worth it. After all, two well-known outstanding pieces were designed 
specifically for the villa by Mies van der Rohe – the famous Brno chair in two variants and the 
comfortable Tugendhat chair.
To make the metal furniture replicas, it was necessary to carry out a rather extensive research and to 
ensure its very complicated production, including all the issues that had to be dealt with at the time 
of its inception, namely undersized design and unsuitable materials. The result was 14 different types 
of metal furniture in virtually prototype production, which is incredibly difficult in such an extent. We 
created entirely new production documentation in 1:1 scale, a thorough research material and unique 
drawings comparing the current and the original production. Rather than copying the period furniture, 
we made meticulous replicas of the original versions of the 1930 prototypes. We were supported by 
thearchitect Mies van der Rohe heirs in this effort.
The result of this interior renovation is a surprisingly contemporary feel of the space that is very close 
to the feel at the time of its creation and quite unique at a similar level of detail and thoroughness 
among twentieth century modern architecture renovations. Visitors to the building can thus travel 
back in time to the era when the villa was completed and when the original owners, Greta and Fritz 
Tugendhat, moved in.

INTERIOR RENOVATION IN THE VILLA TUGENDHAT

ORIGINAL DRAWING 1929 Atelier Mies van der Rohe



ENTRANCE HALL 2012



ENTRANCE HALL original rosewood wall
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2012



FRITZ  TUGENDHAT´S LIBRARY rosewood veneer

FRITZ TUGENDHAT´S ROOM rosewood veneer



GRETA TUGENDHAT´S ROOM rosewood veneer

PARENTS´ BATHROOM



HANA´S ROOM zebrano veneer

GOVERNESS´ ROOM zebrano veneer, maple veneer, opaxit glass



GOVERNESS´ ROOM look from the window to the garden

TERRACE for the children 



GROUND FLOOR



LIVING ROOM window to the garden

DINNER TABLE WITH ROUND WALL original macassar veneer and black painted pear



LIVING ROOM with Barcelona and Tugendhat chairs

LIVING ROOM – ONYx WALL AND BUFFET



LIBRARY with bench and bridge table

BRIDGE TABLE macassar veneer



WOOD CHAIR with parchment

KITCHEN with wood chairs



BRNO TUBULAR CHAIR parchment
replica of an original chair of 1930



SERVING TABLE with black glass

BARCELONA CHAIR replica of an original chair made according to an existing chair of 1930, emerald green leather 



DETAIL IN THE HOUSE

COAT HANGER chrome and opaxit glass CABINET – INSIDE zebrano and maple veneer

CABINET – INSIDE zebrano and maple veneer

TERRACE STAIRCASE

TABLE zebrano and maple veneer



MATERIALS

ZEBRANO veneer ROSEWOOD veneer MACASSAR veneer

MAPLE veneer PARCHMENT cal f LEATHER smaragd green

CHROME ZINC sheet WOOD white painted



FLOOR PLANS



Property owner and investor: Statutory city of Brno

Renovation architect: Association for the Villa Tugendhat 

General contractor: Unistav

Interior realized by: AMOSDESIGN

Furniture and interior research for implementation: Miroslav Ambroz and AMOSDESIGN

Budget: 8.8 million USD

Renovation period: 2010 – 2012

Supervision: THICOM



FOR WHOM 
GOOD ENOUGH IS 

NEVER ENOUGH

AMOSDESIGN RENOVATED THE VILLA TUGENDHAT INTERIORS www.amosdesign.cz
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